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The ROINET team is committed to form a monetary 

platform with the potential to become the quality for 

diversion, green energy generation, gaming and payment 

in cryptocurrencies and edict assets.''



Preface
It was observed that cryptocurrencies are weaving their magic all around the 

world. thus by assessing such a phenomenon, ROINET token came up

with the motive to introduce this currency to everyone, the core founders of 

ROINET token and its team believe that we can do a lot in digital currency in 

comparison to what we are doing today. It is a pathway for making this genre 

more attractive for the local business as well as to common people and along 

with this, we are focused on achieving heights of success in the world of 

crypto currencies. This sector has immense potential to transform the way of 

doing business, across the world, the latest relevant technologies make it more 

user-centric. We have major goals for this sector and with the help of ROINET

token, we want to take this virtual currency to every corner of the world, so 

that everyone starts using it and  accepting it.



Introduction
ROINET is a new revolution in the crypto world. ROINET is a decentralized crypto 

currency on the world's biggest platform binance smart chain ( bep-20) created on 

September 2022 ROINET is using world's best secure technology. The technology 

lying behind currency is a great benefit to those fighting the climate crisis and helps 

bring about a more sustainable global economy. Coin possess dedicated blockchain,

scalable consensus algorithms, minimal utilization of electricity, worldwide acceptance. 

A totally transparent development process offers users an opportunity to look through 

the history of all transactions. Have large and strong experienced management, technical 

and marketing team. What is needed is an electronic payment system based on 

cryptographic proof instead of trust, allowing any two willing parties to transact directly 

with each other without the need for a trusted, third parties to transactions that are

computationally impractical to reverse would protect sellers from fraud, and routine escrow 

mechanism could easily be implement to protect, buyer, in this paper. We propose a 

solution to the double-spending problem using a peer-to-peer distributed timestamp

sever to generation computational proof of the chronological order of transactions.

The system is secure as long an honest nodes collectively control entre CPU 

power than any cooperating group of attacker nodes.

We have built our ROINET token because we strongly believe that will represent the 

heart of the ecosystem for new category of investors, companies seeking to grow their 

capita, investment funds, venture capital, families, offices, traders and so on. We will 

create all this, by closely introducing and presenting companies that will issue the new 

stocks, called security tokens, and their values to our community, at an early stage, 

creating inclusion and proximity, with the goal to match them with a brand-new 

category of the financial world that we will shape venture capital, families, offices,

traders and so on. We will create all this, by closely introducing and presenting companies 

that will issue the new stocks, called security tokens, and their values to our community, at 

an early stage, creating inclusion and proximity, with the goal to match them with a

brand-new category of the financial world that we will shape. We aim at redefining the

connection between people and finance through blockchain technology and starting of

ROINET is just the beginning of a long journey



ROINET Mission & Vision Statement
ROINET major mission is to make crypto currency accessible and 

beneficial to everyone in all situations. We know about many challenges in 

cryptocurrency at present time, such as - lack of adoption, skill gap, trust 

among users, financial rescores, usability, security, low scalability and 

public perception. ROINET works for the solutions of present challenges 

in the cryptocurrency industry. ROINET will supply you with a slew of

new features that will make it a game-changer in the cryptocurrency 

market. People will start utilizing token for a variety of things and 

varieties of business, which will surprise everyone with the progress of 

ROINET through our whitepaper we also explained the benefits of 

both consumers and business owners.

Mission & Vision



Directors' Resposibility Statement
The directors/team of ROINET have issued this white paper and have

taken all reasonable care to ensure that the facts stated in this document are 

true and accurate in all material respects, and that there are no other facts 

the omission of which would make misleading any statement in the 

document, whether of facts or of opinion. The directors accept responsibility 

accordingly.

Board Of Directors



The Purpose

The crypto industry started with the arrival of bitcoin, the 1st digital currency to be 

devised on blockchain technology. The main ideology behind bitcoin and blockchain 

was to establish digital economy. Ever since, over 100,000 crypto currencies have been 

introduced; but with a massive flaw. Bitcoin’s technology was immediately accepted

and carried forward, but what they all skipped was the main motive “a digital economy”.

RONT is a decentralized financial coin built on blockchain 3.0 technology and 

supported by a massive utility based eco-system. RONT has one simple motive,

to build a crypto-based “green energy generation platform” like none of the 

other crypto currencies could.

To become the backbone of world trade, RONT protocol integrates a general

ledger(in the accounting sense of the term), which are:

Smart because unlike an existing standard accounting book, RONT protocol is at

the origin of the exchanges and integrates a computerized trade code, as well as 

the management of a multitude of payment terms.

Universal because it is designed to support 100% of global transactions, regardless 

of currency, legislation or language. RONT is built to last.

Architecture:

The RONT block chain is a fork based on binance (bep20), that aims to deliver

high performance and scalability. There is an ecosystem of components that make

up the RONT platform which can be divided into 3 main layers. Each layer

performs a function to support the layer above it. This is implemented on the

RONT main

network through software protocols that make use of API (application programming 

interfaces) that communicate between layers. In the following section the 

architectural components of the RONT platform will be discussed



DApp (Distributed Applications)

Developers can create their own applications on top of the RONT platform.

any Dapp can interact with RONT block chain via lightweight JavaScript library

or using web3 API natively (many supported languages java, go, python,

C++,etc.).

Wallet Address

Much like an address in the real world, or a website, an address on the blockchain 

relates to the string of text given to identify a particular place or user. More 

specifically it is the string of text that designates the location of a particular wallet 

on the blockchain, that can be used to send or receive digital assets from.

All blockchains have wallet addresses in some form, and most take the form of

a long string of letters and numbers in a line of text that is difficult for a human

to interpret but easily understood by a computer network.

For example, a bitcoin address will look something like the following: 

1cka7k7rtav4trrcnjcivndbs8hng1g9ip

and an address on the binance network might look like the following: 

0x9c947D5d45d2f8b92CE12C93CD7BAF9dCa9a8Ae4

given the public nature of most blockchains, it is possible to see how much, and 

which type, of digital assets most wallets contain - though this is not true for 

private blockchains or privacy-focused cryptocurrencies.

Most cryptocurrency addresses on a blockchain network are fairly anonymous 

as no personally identifiable information is required when setting up a new 

wallet address on the blockchain. However, they are not completely 

anonymous and some addresses are publicly known to be tied to people or

Institutions.

Public blockchains are susceptible to being tracked by anyone, and there are 

many software and tools that are used to monitor cryptocurrency wallets, 

tracking the in and out flow of digital asses.



Smart Contracts
Smart contracts on RONT are executable code contracts that follow the Ethereum and 

Binance Framework. At the moment, smart contracts written in solidity are supported. 

These contain conditions which are a unit of computation on the RONT network that 

affects the blockchain when executed. Through an interoperation layer, the code is 

executed across nodes. The compiler translates the smart contract into byte code 

readable and executable on the svm. a virtual machine processes data through opcode, 

which is equivalent to operating a logic of a stack-based finite state machine. The svm 

accesses blockchain data and invokes an external data interface through the 

interoperation layer.

Core layer

The core layer deals with the consensus protocol on the network and a unique delegated 

proof-of-stake (dpos) to meet the network’s demands. This is referred to as the RONT

consensus mechanism (sxcm) choosing a dpos consensus protocol helps on lowering 

energy consumption, increasing efficiency and transaction speeds. At this layer blocks are 

validated and added to the blockchain, at the core layer, node functionality is defined into 

the blockchain explorer nodes for RONT uses an API which allows client software

applications to connect to servers that provide blockchain information. Users can access the

blockchain explorer from the URL HTTPS://BSCSCAN.COM/ these servers are provided as 

part of the core layer. These are webservers that run a database that provides information

from the blockchain. These nodes do not execute query code on the blockchain so they are

offered without fees. Any user can access the block explorer website and run a query.

This deals with looking up balances in digital wallets, transactions and other simple 

tasks that don't require a change in the blockchain state.

The following details are provided

Blocks

height, age and block producer (shown as address) information

Transactions

transaction hash, block height, created, address, contract

Transfers

transaction hash, block height, created, from, to, value accounts address, supply, balance



The RONT Virtual Machine
Another core layer component is the RONT virtual machine or svm. Nodes on the 

network run an instance of the svm when executing code. Each unit of computation is 

charged a fee for processing it on the sbt platform. the svm is a lightweight, truing

complete virtual machine developed for the sbt ecosystem. the goal is to provide millions 

of global developers with a custom -built blockchain system that is efficient, convenient, 

stable, secure and scalable. svm connects seamlessly with the existing development 

ecosystem and supports dpos. It is initially compatible with the evm (Ethereum virtual 

machine) environment so that instead of learning a new programming language, 

developers can develop, debug, and compile smart contracts in a remix environment 

using solidity and other languages. once you’ve built and uploaded your smart contract to

the main net, it will be executed on the svm of the sn (super node) node to be isolated from 

external connections. The svm employs the concept of bandwidth. Different from the gas 

mechanism on Ethereum’s evm, transaction operations or smart contracts on svm are free, 

consuming no tokens. technically, the total token holding does not restrict executable 

computation capacity on svm.

The following are the features of the svm

1.svm adopts a lightweight architecture with the aim of reducing resource consumption 

to guarantee system performance.

2.Out of security reasons, transfers and smart contract cost only bandwidth points, 

which exempts sbt from being attacked similar to Ethereum for its mode of gas 

consumption. The bandwidth model charges computation on the basis of bytes and not 

per instruction of code. Stability of bandwidth consumption is achieved while the cost of 

each computational step is fixed.

3.Currently, svm is compatible with evm and will be with more mainstream vms in the 

future. thereby, all smart contracts on evm are executable on svm. By connecting 

seamlessly to existing development ecosystem, higher efficiency can be achieved by 

developers. Need less to learn a new programming language, they can use mainstream 

programming languages for smart contracts such as solidity to develop, debug and 

compile smart contracts in the remix environment, which greatly reduces development 

costs.



4.Currently, svm is compatible with evm and will be with more mainstream vms in the 

future. thereby, all smart contracts on evm are executable on svm. by connecting 

seamlessly to existing development ecosystem, higher efficiency can be achieved by 

developers. Need less to learn a new programming language, they can use main stream 

programming languages for smart contracts such as solidity to develop, debug and compile 

smart contracts in the remix environment, which greatly reduces development costs.

5.Due to svm’s bandwidth setup, development costs are reduced and developers can 

focus on the logic of their contract code. svm also offers all-in-one interfaces for contract 

deployment, triggering and viewing, for the convenience of developers.

Network layer

The supporting layer of the platform relies on tcp/ip (internet). This is also where the nodes 

and storage devices hold a copy of the blockchain data and its state. Any changes from the 

application and approved by consensus makes changes to the blockchain state and this is 

propagated throughout the network.

The blockchain itself runs on the memory over the network. It has a persistent connection 

over the internet via tcp/ip. All nodes can communicate & discover each other over the 

network and perform their particular roles as part of the consensus mechanism. When a 

node is down it does not affect the rest of the network. The sbt platform was meant to be 

decentralized and fault tolerant.

External data interfaces interact with the network through an interoperation layer which 

are API endpoints to the core layer of RONT. Sources of data coming from the network

must be accessed by the dapp through the core protocols. That way it remains consistent

with what is stored on the blockchain.

A distributed storage system is also part of the network layer. This RONT system

allows content to be stored on a decentralized platform that is verified by the 

blockchain.

Allocation of the storage is handled by dappst hat run on the platform. They access API to 

read and write data to the distributed storage system over the network. This is also 

persistent data which resides across the network and not just in one storage location.



ROINET Road Map
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November 2023

WEB 3.0 
Development

3

March 2023

Gaming Platform
-ROINET Swap

June 2023

NFT Marketplace

5

August 2023

Digital Assets In
Metaverse

1

Nov 2022

Planing and 
development

Jan 2023

Stocking and 
affiliate program

7

January 2024

Annual ceremony
-OTT platform



ROINET Road Map
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August 2024

AI ( Artificial 
Intelligence ) 
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community
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March 
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Cross Block 
chain 
technology

April 2024

Listing on multiple 
exchange specially on 

binance and 
robinhood

Nov 2024

ROINET Hardware 
wallet
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12

January 2025

ROINET Multi-
chain 

decentralised 
wallet

March 2025

ROINET smart 
watch wallet
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14

April 2025

ROINET 
Blockchain



ROINET Road Map
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DEC 2025

Security protocois and 
enhancement 
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Coin price increment 10% 
after every million sell
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